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The cultural heritage in itself has an 
immense symbolical and economic 
value. Nevertheless, its potential cannot 
be fully reached unless it is put to good 
use. Investments in heritage could bring 
prosperity and spiritual development, 
both to the involved partners and to local 
communities.

Those who wish to get involved in 
rewarding development projects based 
on the capitalisation of the cultural 
heritage in Europe can find partners and 
opportunities on the CULTEMA cultural 
heritage platform. On this platform, 
the owners/managers of monuments with 
high development potential offer detailed 
information about their assets, as well as 
specific development proposals.

Those who find interesting prospects 
are encouraged to contact the owners/
managers directly. The opportunities 
on the platform are suitable for various 
types of businesses and organizations, 
such as architecture bureaus, travel 
agents, cultural services providers, 
educational centres, real estate agencies, 
marketing consultants, research institutes, 
restoration firms and not only. Private-
public partnerships are encouraged.

Some heritage investment opportunities 
are further presented in this catalogue.

CULTEMA
Cultural Heritage
Platform www.cultema.eu/heritage_platform

Managing heritage assets in a creative 
and profitable manner is a great challenge. 
Managers and owners of monuments, 
irrespective of their current use and 
state of preservation, can find partners 
for their development projects on the 
CULTEMA cultural heritage platform. 
In this online meeting space, monuments 
from Austria, Bulgaria, Greece, Italy, 
Macedonia, Montenegro, Romania and 
Serbia are already presented. A wide 
range of heritage assets is available 
online: fortresses, villas, historic houses, 
mining pits and others.

Owners or managers of monuments 
who wish to establish public-private 
partnerships are encouraged to contact 
the CULTEMA Laboratory Network 
(cultema.laboratory@gmail.com) in 
order to have their heritage properties 
listed on the platform. Projects of reuse, 
refurbishment, restoration, enhancement, 
and various types of investments, 
including the promotion of your venues, 
can be considered by the Cultema 
Laboratory Network experts.

CULTEMA    Cultural Heritage Marketing Platform
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Italy
Veneto Region
The Veneto Region, one of the most 
dynamic areas in Europe, is located 
in the North East of Italy. It has a very 
good infrastructure and connections 
with Central and Eastern Europe, 
and it is one of the most important 
contributors to Italy’s GDP. Its 
heterogeneous landscape is marked by 
the Dolomites, Garda Lake, hills, plain 
and coastal zones; moreover, several 
famous cultural cities such as Venice, 
Verona and Vicenza are located here. 
Thanks to its fascinating cultural heritage 
and natural resources, Veneto is one 
of the most attractive tourist destinations 
in Europe. Cultural industry is strongly 
developed and highly competitive at 
global level, relying on highly skilled 
workforce, adequate infrastructure and 
a keen interest of the local policy makers 
for this sector, which is a key to the 
successful sustainable local development.

This villa is located in the lively village of 
Camisano Vicentino. The villa was built in 
1672, by the noble Capra family. It is made 
up of a manor house, a guesthouse, a chapel 
and a barchessa – a sort of separate wing of 
the manor house, an exterior courtyard and 
a lemon garden. Its most impressive feature 
is the façade, with a large loggia, closed by 
6 huge Ionic columns. The villa is attributed 
to famous architects, such as C. Borella, 
B. Longhena and F. Muttoni. 
In the past, the villa was a centre of cultural 
and agricultural development. It is currently 
owned by the Veneto Region, and it needs 
restoration works and a new use, adequate 
to its rural location and cultural potential.

Villa Bardellini Scotti is located on 
the picturesque hills of the province 
of Treviso, surrounded by vineyards, 
olive groves and ancient pinewoods. 
Designed by the famous architect 
Vincenzo Scamozzi, the villa is an 
excellent example of the Palladian 
style. It dates back to the 16th century, 
and it is made up of a manor house, 
wings, the Oratory, the courtyard 
and outbuildings: it has a high cultural 
and landscape value. 
It is owned by the municipality of 
Monfumo. Restoration works are 
needed in order to turn the villa into a 
new cultural and creative centre.

Villa Caffrè is located near the Brenta 
River, in the municipality of Fossò, 
close to Venice. Tourists can enjoy 
the river landscape, with its cultural 
and artistic resources. It was originally 
built as a rural property and used 
as a farmhouse; in the 17th century, 
the Caffrè family converted it into a 
luxury holiday villa, rich in architectural 
details and featuring exterior garden. 
The villa has a surface of around 520 m², 
with one storey above the ground level. 
It is now a property of the municipality 
of Fossò, which launched a program 
for its enhancement, for cultural and 
tourism purposes.

Villa Caffrè 
– Fossò

Villa Bardellini 
Scotti – Monfumo

Veneto Region    ITALY

Regional Institute 
for Venetian Villas
segreteria@irvv.net
www.irvv.net

Contact Regional Institute 
for Venetian Villas
segreteria@irvv.net
www.irvv.net

Contact

Regional Institute 
for Venetian Villas
segreteria@irvv.net
www.irvv.net

Contact

Villa Capra Barbaran 
– Camisano Vicentino

Stefano Talato
llpp@regione.veneto.it

Contact
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Forte Mezzacapo was built in 1911 by 
the Royal Italian Army, together with 
the twin buildings Forte Pepe and Forte 
Poerio, as part of the second defence 
belt of the Entrenched Camp of Mestre. 
It is a Rocchi type fort – a 116 meters 
long and 25 meters large monolith made 
of reinforced concrete. It is surrounded 
by a deep ditch. It has a terraplein, 
which enhances its defence capabilities 
in case of direct or indirect attack. It is 
in a good state of preservation, hosting 
various cultural events. Given its history, 

Andrea Bonifacio
info@marcopolosystem.it

Contact

Andrea Bonifacio
info@marcopolosystem.it

Contact

Andrea Bonifacio
info@marcopolosystem.it

Contact

Napoleon’s troops started to build Forte 
Marghera in 1805, using an older French 
plan that dates back to 1797. The building 
was finished in 1814. The structure of 
the fort maintains its original form with, 
simple bastioned forts and a few buildings 
in stone and bricks until the second half of 
the 19th century. During its first century 
of existence, the fort withstood three 
sieges, of which the longest lasted almost 
a year between 1848 and 1849. Forte 
Marghera covers an area of 43 hectares, 
right in front of Venice, amidst unspoilt 
landscapes. Given its location and 

Forte Carpenedo was built between 1890 
and 1892 by the Royal Italian Army, as part 
of the first defence belt of the Entrenched 
Camp of Mestre, erected in defence of Venice 
around Forte Marghera. It is a Tunkler type 
fort, with 300 men of garrison and 12 artillery 
posts in open space. In 1910 it was reinforced 
with 6 armoured posts. During World War I 
it was dismantled and during World War II 
it was used as anti-aircraft battery in the 
defence of the industrial and railway hub of 
Mestre/Marghera. After the war it was turned 
into a warehouse and in 1980 it was released 

from the military use. At present, it has 
a good state of preservation, which makes 
it an investment opportunity for anyone 
interested in the sectors of restaurants, 
entertainment and sports. 

Forte Carpenedo – Mestre
characteristics, it represents a valid 
investment opportunity in the sectors 
of culture, entertainment and hospitality. 
Several activities and institutions are 
now located inside the Forte Marghera 
(including the Academy of Fine Arts) thus 
making it a point of reference for the 
Venetian dynamic cultural environment 
and nightlife.

Forte Marghera – Mestre

Forte Mezzacapo – Mestre
features and location, it is an investment 
opportunity for those interested in new 
creative activities in the field of culture, 
entertainment and education.

Veneto Region    ITALY
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Romania

The Republicii Street, which crosses 
the town of Rupea from East to 
West, was part of the former trade 
route connecting the prosperous 
citadels of Brașov and Sighișoara. 
The architectural diversity of the 
houses reflects the demographic 
and political changes of the past two 
centuries. The nucleus has preserved 
the typical structure of a Saxon 
neighbourhood, with the slightly taller 
commercial houses built in the 19th 

century. The local public authorities are 

willing to support current owners and 
potential investors for launching cultural 
tourism activities. Revival of the crafts, 
workshops, traditional cuisine and local 
customs and folklore can contribute to 
a sustainable development that would 
benefit the community.

Daniela Dărăbanț
contact@primariarupea.ro

Contact

One could easily believe the local folk 
tales, which say this fortress was built by 
giants; it has an outstanding silhouette on 
a lonely basalt hill in the vast plateau on 
the way between Brașov and Sighișoara. 
The citadel was one of the Seven Saxon 
Seats (Sieben Stühle) from Transylvania, 
a place where crafts and commerce were 
blooming during the Middle Ages; it was 
first mentioned in historical documents 
from 1324. Coiled in stone, the fortress 
has grown over centuries. 

Its three precincts are now open to 
the public, after complex works of 
restoration, completed in June 2013. 
The local public authorities are looking 
for investors and partners who are willing 
to turn it into a vivid multi-purpose 
cultural and creative centre.

Rupea-Cohalm 
Fortress

Republicii Street – Rupea

Rupea-Cohalm    ROMANIA

Daniela Dărăbanț
contact@primariarupea.ro

Contact

Rupea-Cohalm
Defined by its rich cultural and natural 
diversity, the land of Rupea is one of the 
three historic regions of Brașov. 
Located in the very heart of Romania, 
it became a distinct territory with the 
Saxon colonization during the 12th 
and 13th centuries. The region has 
preserved its multicultural background 
for centuries – Saxons, Hungarians and 
Romanians take pride in their historic 
legacy. Medieval citadels, unique 
fortified churches like the world heritage 
Evangelic Church in Viscri, manors and 
castles, can contribute to the economic 
revival of the communities.

Claudia Romanescu
claudia.romanescu@umpcultura.ro

Contact
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This small house with beautifully adorned 
exterior walls was built in 1781; it has 
been used only for residential purposes. 
It is located in the centre of the Jimbor 
village, near the cultural centre and close 
to the road to the city outskirts, which 
could be an asset if this beautiful building 
became a public space. Therefore, 
the owner and the local authorities 
are looking for partners interested in 
restoring this endangered historical 
monument and in turning it into a dynamic 
cultural and educational centre.

Built in 1553 and modified in the 18th 
century, this noblemen’s residence is 
part of a larger group of buildings, along 
with two other manors. The hexagonal 
corner bastion and the chapel preserve 
the Renaissance details similar to the ones 
of the Kálnoky castle, which could mean 
that the properties may have had the 
same owners. Currently, the Guthman 
Valenta castle needs urgent consolidation 
and renovation works, as well as 
private investments in order to become 

a multi-purpose community centre. Its 
generous space could be used for cultural, 
educational, social and tourism activities.

Guthman Valenta 
Castle – Hoghiz

Béla Lórincz
primariahomorod@yahoo.com

Contact

This castle was built as a nobleman’s 
residence, on the ruins of a former 
monastery in the first part of the 
17th century. For two hundred years, this 
Renaissance fortification with round stone 
towers was used for temporary lodging 
by lords and military officers. Locals 
still mention its impressive Knights Hall, 
of which nothing was preserved to the 
date, and the story of Walachia’s ruling 
family. In 1664, Lady Mary, the wife of 
Grigore Ghica, was sheltered in the 
castle, where she gave birth to her son, 

Sükösd-Bethlen Castle – Racoș
Matei, while her husband was fighting 
along with Austrians against the Ottoman 
Empire. Deeply affected by the constant 
inappropriate usage and abandonment 
after 1903, the property decayed during 
the communist regime. It is now managed 
by the local public authorities who are 
looking for private partners interested 
to restore the castle and turn it into a 
modern cultural and tourist destination.

Situated on top of the hill, North 
West of Jimbor village, the peasant 
fortress offers the experience of the 
unspoiled rural scenery in the heart 
of Transylvania. It was built in the 
14th century as a place of refuge for the 
Saxon colonists, then taken over by 
Hungarians in the 16th century. Little 
is known about the history of the place, 
which has preserved its mysterious, 
secluded nature. The Homorod town 
hall is looking for private partners 

in order to reinvent the citadel as a 
modern space for open-air activities.

Jimbor Fortress
– Homorod

Zolya (Molnar) House – Jimbor, Homorod

Rupea-Cohalm    ROMANIA

László Ferencz
primaria.racos@yahoo.com

Contact

Kerestely Elena
primariahogiz@yahoo.com

Contact

Béla Lórincz
primariahomorod@yahoo.com

Contact
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Nafpaktia
Nafpaktia has a high environmental 
and aesthetic value, already protected 
by the Greek and international law; 
its features are the harmonious 
coexistence of unique ecosystems, 
a rich cultural heritage and its 
geographic position. It has resulted 
from the merging of the municipalities 
of Antirrion, Apodotia, Nafpaktos, 
Platanos, Pylini, and Chalkia according 
to Kapodistrias Law, and it is the fastest 
growing historic municipality in the 
prefecture of Aetoloakarnania. 
Known since the ancient times for 
the “Aetolian Confederacy”, which was 
based on democratic principles and 
for the Battle of Lepanto in 1571, the 
municipality and the city of Nafpaktos in 
particular, are home to several heritage 
assets, marked by the architectural 
and cultural influence of the various 
conquerors of the city. This influence 
offers significant opportunities for the 
further development of the area.

Greece

The Xenia Hotel once belonged to a 
political and cultural figure of Nafpaktos 
city, Mr. Novas. Upon his death, he 
entrusted Greek Tourism Organization 
(GTO) with the right to manage it for 
25 years. He designated the municipality 
of Nafpaktia as owner, provided that 
they use the building for tourism 
accommodation purposes only. The 
GTO built the Hotel Xenia “EVDOKIA”, 
which reflects the style of the great 
architect Konstantinidis. The old hotel 
unit, built in 1976, is located in the centre 
of Lepanto, the capital of the Municipality 

Xenia 
Hotel 

Spyridoula Papathanasiou
info@aitoliki.gr

Contact

Spyridoula Papathanasiou
info@aitoliki.gr

Contact

of Nafpaktia; it is surrounded by a garden 
with streams of crystal clear waters that 
flow into the Corinthian Gulf. For reasons 
that have to do with sustainability and 
diversification of tourism services, only 
minor interventions can be made to the 
asset, in order to adapt it for cultural 
purposes, such as a multiplex space 
with three conference rooms, a pool 
in the garden, a restaurant, cafés, spas 
and rooftop garden. The municipality is 
looking for investors to use the asset as 
a 4 star hotel. Given the unique features 
of the structure and the importance of 

Nafpaktia    GREECE

the asset, the municipality has secured 
investment funds from the Jessica 
programme, which provides privileged 
funds from the NSRF; there are no 
restrictions to future investors, who may 
access funds as part of other programs.
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Known since the ancient times, 
the waters of the Thermal Springs 
of Stachti are good in curing different 
health problems such as arthritis, 
dermatitis and rheumatism. In some 
cases, the water can be drunk as 
well. The Thermal Springs, located at 
Loutra Stachtis village, in the Municipal 
Department of Pylini in mountainous 
Nafpaktia, are surrounded by a beautiful 
serene landscape of lush vegetation; 
its current use includes thermal spring 
facilities, as well as a small hotel and 
a restaurant that need reconstruction. 

Built in the 1970’s, its exterior reflects 
the architectural trends of the 60s–70s 
in Greece. The Plage Building is located 
by the Psani Beach, on the Western 
coast of Lepanto, within the urban 
part of the city. It offers a spectacular 
view: the Corinthian gulf and the 
Peloponnesus to the South, and the 
Venetian castle to the North. The 
building is owned by the municipality 
and has been recently classified as 
monument of national importance. 
The local public authorities are looking 
for investors that can use it for either 

Thermal Springs 
of Stachti

Plage 
Building

The local public authorities are looking 
for investors to create a modern SPA 
centre, equipped with additional facilities, 
which would make the Thermal Springs 
fit for sustained tourism activity.

Spyridoula Papathanasiou
info@aitoliki.gr

Contact Spyridoula Papathanasiou
info@aitoliki.gr

Contacttourism or cultural purposes, in line with 
the uses defined in the port land zone Law.
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Murau Region
A rural, remote area with an intact 
cultural landscape and villages with 
authentic historical centres are the 
features of Murau. The large farmer 
houses are built in the typical style of 
the region. In the higher areas, there 
are many alpine pastures, an attraction 
for tourists. The distinguishing feature 
of the region is the wood, present 
everywhere (spruce, larch, and stone 
pine). The region has one of the lowest 
population densities in the Central 
Europe. The landscape is quite intact 
and ‘friendly’ because of the sunny 
side of the Alps and there is nearly no 
mass-tourism, except for some ski 
resorts. The typical architecture is well 
preserved and many buildings can be 
adapted for tourist purposes.

Alexander Schmiderer
a.schmiderer@weiterbauen.at

Contact

Alexander Schmiderer
a.schmiderer@weiterbauen.at

Contact

Alexander Schmiderer
a.schmiderer@weiterbauen.at

Contact

This former church could be one of 
the oldest medieval buildings of Styria. 
The Romanesque building was first 
mentioned in 1460. The original 
frescoes partially preserved are the 
most important feature. In 1787 it was 
secularized. At the beginning of the 
20th century the ruin was used as a hay 
barn. In the summer of 2002, 
the ruined church was handed over 
to the Association for Preservation 
and Research of the Austrian Cultural 
Heritage, which continued the 

This asset is an old rural building which 
has had different functions in its history 
(mill, tall station, farmer house, etc.). 
The house was enlarged during the 
17th century, but the oldest preserved 
parts date back to the 15th century. 
With a surface of more than 300 m², 
it has been used as a guesthouse. 
This usage is quite adequate for such 
a heritage building; it is a good example 
of a perfect regional development 
and investment project, which is also 
confirmed by the very good booking 
rate and the feedback from guests.

Bruggerhaus

Church St. Jakob

Austria

reconstruction works. After intensive 
research, the stonewalls and the roof were 
rebuilt and the roof covered with wood. 
The former church should be used again as a 
space for cultural and spiritual experiences.

Murau Region    AUSTRIA
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The smith house Zainhammerl is a 
baroque smith house with an original 
preserved blacksmith room. 
There is a big discrepancy between 
the unspectacular outer view and the 
variety of the interior. The blacksmith 
room could be restored as a museum, 
while the rest of the house could be 
used for tourism purposes. 
Some opportunities could include 
setting up of the first forge museum in 
Eisenerz or the revival of blacksmithing 
for individual production.

The Schwarzer Hof in Eisenerz is one 
of the most representative buildings 
for the ore mining and processing 
that has been taking place in the 
region. It has gothic central parts with 
later Renaissance to late Baroque 
parts, while the current facade is 
representative for the Biedermeier 
style. The house is in fact a small castle 
of 58x27 meters and over 1.000 m² 
of area and has an incredible potential 
for several purposes. The arcaded 
courtyard and adjoining land are further 
interesting features of this asset.

Forge Zainhammerl

Austria
Schwarzer Hof

Eisenstraße Region    AUSTRIA

Eisenstraße Region
The Styrian Eisenstraße (Iron-Road), 
located in the northern part of 
Styria, is a uniform geographical and 
historical growing region and forms 
a homogeneous and cohesive whole, 
economically and socially speaking; 
it covers about 100 kilometres. 
The centre of the Eisenstraße is 
the Erzberg, where iron ore mining 
started 1200 years ago and is still active. 
Eisenstraße is marked by its rich history, 
extraordinary art treasures, cultural and 
natural heritage and the natural contrasts 
between gentle hills and imposing 
mountains with torrents and still lakes. 
This region offers nature in its purest 
form and very good conditions for all 
kinds of sports, in all seasons.

Alexander Schmiderer
a.schmiderer@weiterbauen.at

Contact

Alexander Schmiderer
a.schmiderer@weiterbauen.at

Contact

Alexander Schmiderer
a.schmiderer@weiterbauen.at

Contact
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Vanya Tsakinska
rabc_vidin@abv.bg

Contact

Bulgaria

The Babini Vidini Kuli fortress, also 
known as Baba Vida Fortress, is situated 
on an area of 9.5 decares on the bank 
of the river Danube, in the Northern 
part of Vidin. The fortress was raised 
upon the remains of the ancient fortress 
of Bononia, in the 10th century. As the 
most important fortress in the region, 
it played an important role in the game 
of power during the centuries. Baba Vida 
was opened as a museum to visitors in 
1958. In 1964 the medieval castle was 

Baba Vida 
Fortress

declared a cultural monument of national 
importance. Baba Vida is one of the 
best-preserved medieval fortifications 
in Bulgaria; it is often chosen as a set for 
shooting movies. The summer theatre 
of Vidin, where concerts, theatre 
performances and other shows are 
conducted, is also part of the fortress.

Vidin Region    BULGARIA

Vidin Region
This region is situated in the 
Northwestern part of Bulgaria, at the 
border with Romania and Serbia. 
An important European ‘route’ – the 
Danube – connects Central Europe 
with the Vidin region. The port of 
Vidin is the second biggest in Bulgaria 
and it is a very important transport 
junction. The longest bridge over 
the Danube connects Vidin to 
Calafat, in Romania; it is called New 
Europe Bridge, connecting the Baltic 
to the Mediterranean. Tourism is an 
opportunity for the development of 
the region, favoured by the unpolluted 
agricultural land and many protected 
natural areas. The attractiveness 
of the region is enhanced by a rich 
cultural heritage. There are 56 cultural 
monuments on the territory of Vidin, 
many in the town of Vidin: ancient 
and medieval artefacts, churches and 
monasteries from 15th to 19th centuries, 
as well as representative buildings 
from 1880–1925.

Vanya Tsakinska
rabc_vidin@abv.bg

Contact
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The Magura Cave is located in North 
Western Bulgaria. One of the largest 
and most beautiful caves in Bulgaria, 
in 1960 it was declared a natural 
landmark. The cave offers one of 
the richest collections of geological 
formations, of all shapes and sizes. 
One of them, the remarkable Giant 
Column is over 20 meters high on 
a 4-meter base. The walls are 
decorated with cave paintings dating 
from late Neolithic to early Bronze Age. 
The cave is used to make sparkling 
wine, as the conditions in the cave are 
similar to those required to produce 
French champagne.

The Vidin Synagogue was built in 1894, 
with funds donated by the Jewish merchants 
from the Kaleto neighbourhood. It is the 
second largest, after the synagogue in Sofia, 
but it is considered the most beautiful in 
Bulgaria. The Synagogue is a free standing 
three-nave basilica with a narthex. 
It is located in the triangular area near the 
Danube River and the medieval castle Baba 
Vida. The hall is also remarkable for the 
combination of ancient Jewish and classical 
architectural forms. On the ground floor 
there was a beautiful mosaic. The entrance 
is decorated with two huge marble slabs 
with bronze reliefs and inscriptions in 
Hebrew; after the Second World War the 
names of all Bulgarian Jews who died during 
the war have been inscribed on them. 
In 1950 the synagogue lost its main function. 
At present, the building is undergoing 
a restoration process.

The Magura CaveThe Synagogue
Near the cave there is the Rabisha 
Lake – the largest inland lake in Bulgaria, 
with a depth of 35-40 meters. Ideal 
for windsurfing, swimming, hunting, 
and fishing, the lake is one of country’s 
preferred tourist destinations. 
The surrounding area has good real 
estate potential.

Vanya Tsakinska
rabc_vidin@abv.bg

Contact

Vanya Tsakinska
rabc_vidin@abv.bg

Contact

HERITAGE FOR DEVELOPMENT
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Skadar Lake Region
The Skadar Lake region is located in a 
mild and fertile area in the far Southeast 
of Montenegro. Inhabited since ancient 
times, it was a battlefield in certain times 
in history. It has also been an important 
cultural centre. The Illyrian, Hellenic, 
Roman and the Montenegrin dynasties 
have left important statehood and 
architectural marks in this region. 
Numerous archaeological sites, 
fortresses, monasteries, as well as 
authentic architectural craftworks are 
located on the shores and on the islands 
of the Skadar Lake; they date back to 
various eras, conferring the region 
a significant potential for development. 
With its extraordinary heritage, 
unique tradition and gastronomy, 
this region offers important investment 
opportunities; it is a wild wonder waiting 
to be explored.

Lejla Abdic Djokovic
lejla.djokovic@mku.gov.me 

Contact

Lejla Abdic Djokovic
lejla.djokovic@mku.gov.me 

Contact

Montenegro

The Besac Fortress is located on the hill 
right above the Virpazar community. 
The Turks built it after the fall of the 
Lower Zeta in 1478. It has been in 
operation for the entire period of Turkish 
domination in the region. Due to its 
favourable location, it played an important 
role in the system of fortifications on the 
Lake. On the plateau area of 1200 m², 
a well-preserved defence wall with 
gates and watchtowers and ruins of 
extra facilities are located. It currently 
undergoes reconstruction works based 

on its authentic looks, which would enable 
new contents; the works will be finished 
at the end of 2014, when the fortress will 
be open to public-private partnership 
projects. The further sustainable 
development of the location is centred 
on its usage as a tourism-hospitality point 
for excursions and fair-related activities 
of the local communities in the Skadar 
Lake National park.

The medieval fortified town of Zabljak 
Crnojevica was built on a hill in the North 
Western part of Lake Skadar. It was first 
mentioned in the 15th century as capital 
of the Crnojevic dynasty. Throughout 
its long and turbulent history Zabljak 
has frequently changed its features 
and use. During the Crnojevic dynasty, 
it resembled a Venetian fortification, 
unique in the region. During the period 
of Ottoman rule it was one of the most 
important strongholds of the area, around 

which fierce battles took place. Because 
of its historical significance and its unique 
architecture, Zabljak Crnojevica is one of 
the most important cultural monuments 
in the Skadar Lake basin. 
The local authorities envision tourism and 
eco-tourism based activities, in line with 
the specificities of the town.

Zabljak Crnojevica 
Fortified Town

Besac Fortress

© dusko.miljanic
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Lejla Abdic Djokovic
lejla.djokovic@mku.gov.me 

Contact
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The oldest preserved monument in 
Karuc is the St. Peter tower, built on the 
highest point of a conical hill. It is also 
known as Bishop Petar I Petrovic winter 
house; he built it in the first half of the 
19th century. Ever since, this settlement 
has begun to expand and houses were 
built in lower points, closer to Skadar 
Lake. A series of loopholes are visible on 
the tower facade witnessing its use for 
defensive purposes. After the death of 
Peter, the building was used as a school; 
the first one is mentioned in 1871. 

The Island of Grmozur is situated in 
the Godinje Bay, in the Southwestern 
part of the Skadar LakeThe fortress was 
built in 1843 by the Turks, in the border 
area between the Montenegrin and Turk 
territories. During the liberation wars, 
in 1876–1878, under the leadership 
of Duke Nikola Petrovic, Grmozur 
was occupied by the Montenegrins. 
Starting with this period, the fortress 
was transformed into a dungeon 
for convicted criminals and political 
prisoners. Today, the fortress is in bad 
condition due to natural influence. 

The area where it is located, a special 
nature reserve, is one of the significant 
elements of the unique cultural landscape 
of the Skadar Lake. Opportunities for 
social use and sustainable development 
are diverse. The location could host 
various tourism and educational activities, 
such as bird watching and wild life 
information activities, etc.

Grmozur Fortress

On a former island, near Vranjina 
village, in 1843, the Montenegrin ruler 
Petar II Petrovic Njegos built the famous 
Lesendro fortress, on a 3000 m² area. 
The position of the island is of great 
historical and strategic significance, 
which could be capitalized on. The area 
where Lesendro is located is the only 
water passage, a very narrow one, 
between the two parts of Skadar Lake. 
This is why this important place has been 
called the ‘key of Skadar Lake’.
Nowadays the fortress is abandoned; 

Lesendro Fortress
it has decayed, due to weather conditions. 
Aiming to make the fortress alive, 
the public administration is looking for 
public-private partnership for complex 
renovation works; the fortress could 
host various administrative, cultural and 
tourism activities.

The village of Godinje is located in the 
Crmnica region, an area with a five 
century old vineyards and famous wines 
tradition. It was mentioned for the first 
time in the 13th century. Traces of the 
Balsic Dynasty (the 15th century) can 
still be found in the village. Nowadays, 
Godinje is one of the best preserved 
rural entities of historical importance. 
Traditional architecture, stone houses 
with arched doorways and inns, as well 
as structures that are typical for the 
traditional way of life, such as threshing 
floors and mills, are prevalent here. 

Houses are built close to each other 
and form a compact unit that resembles 
medieval fortified settlements. 
This village is of interest for people who 
are interested in traditional architecture, 
wild nature and wine. Owners of 
the houses are interested in various 
entrepreneurial partnerships with 
potential investors.

Godinje Village

Tower of St. Petar
In 1959 extensive conservation works 
were performed, but an appropriate 
function for the tower has not been 
found, and the house was abandoned 
once again. Experts are fully supportive 
of the idea of restoring this important 
cultural monument, which is linked with 
one of the most prominent historical 
figures in Montenegro.

© dusko.miljanic

© dusko.miljanic
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Serbia

Located in the historical town of Senjski 
Rudnik, it is an eclectic construction, 
built around 1925, comprising elements 
of modern and traditional Serbian 
architecture. It is located on one of 
the dominant hills of the mining town, 
surrounded by a garden and close to 
the local church. Initially, the building 
was used as a public gymnastics hall, 
later transferred to the local cultural 
centre. The interiors were adapted 
to a large public hall with stage and 
cinema equipment. The hall was also 
used for some very important political 

Sokolski 
Dom 

conferences and meetings. 
Today, Sokolski Dom has no use, but 
local community is strongly motivated 
to ‘recycle’ this building as a part of a 
revitalization project aimed at the entire 
town. The building could be turned into 
a small conference centre.

Valleys of the Resava and Mlava rivers    SERBIA

This is a mountainous area of exciting 
landscapes, abundant with natural and 
cultural heritage. Medieval monasteries, 
caves, waterfalls, old mining towns 
and vernacular villages attract lovers 
of culture and nature. The area is 
undergoing an important transformation. 
Mining and agricultural villages became 
tourist destinations, putting good use to 
their rich heritage, attracting funds and 
private-public initiatives. 
New partnerships are most welcome. 

“Heritage improves our region” is the 
motto of organizations implementing 
CULTEMA in Serbia. The Ministry 
of Culture and Information of the 
Republic of Serbia, together with the 
municipalities of Despotovac and 
Žagubica, synergize efforts to contribute 
to the overall revival of this part of 
Eastern Serbia; to this end heritage is 
seen as a key asset for economic revival 
and new sustainable development policy.

Maja Miskovic
miskovicmaja@yahoo.com

Contact

Maja Miskovic
miskovicmaja@yahoo.com

Contact

Valleys 
of the Resava and 
Mlava rivers
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The building of the old Agricultural 
Cooperative Hall (Old Cultural centre) 
was built in the period 1953–1956; until 
1980 it was used for various purposes 
(movie theatre, cultural events centre, 
and commercial and handicraft purposes). 
It is a modern building, representative 
for the traditional Balkan style, with 
local architectural, historical and social 
significance. Despite its importance, 
it has been abandoned for more than 

thirty years. However, recently, local 
authorities have expressed their interest 
in the rehabilitation of the building, 
which would be used as a local heritage 
centre, with tourism facilities.

The Old Agricultural 
Cooperative Hall in Žagubica

It is situated at the main street of Senjski 
Rudnik, just beside the Aleksander’s 
Shaft, the monument of industrial 
culture of exceptional national 
significance. This was a traditional 
meeting place for miners and for the 
local community, since the beginning 
of the 20th century. The building and its 
interiors were used in one of the cult 
films of Yugoslav cinematography. 
The building was unsuccessfully 
repaired in the 1970s. Currently, 
the rehabilitation works planned are 
aimed at turning it into a restaurant 

Prolece – Old Miners’ Inn 
and shopping place. To this end, private 
investments are needed.

The remnants of the Main Pit of the 
coal mine of Ravna Reka are one of the 
strongest landmarks in the prevalently 
industrial heritage landscape of the 
Resava mining basin; it is surrounded by 
some famous medieval monasteries and 
splendid natural resorts. The buildings 
and constructions, erected at the turn of 
the 19th to the 20th century, symbolize 
the heroic industrial history of the 
country and its search for new sources 
of energy. It could be rehabilitated as 

The Main Pit – Mining Village  
of Ravna Reka

a restaurant and tourist meeting point 
for cross country and mountain biking. 
The local community is looking for 
partners to invest in the rehabilitation 
of the site.

Valleys of the Resava and Mlava rivers    SERBIA

Maja Miskovic
miskovicmaja@yahoo.com

Contact

Ivana Antonijevic
ivana.antonijevic@rra-bp.rs

Contact

Maja Miskovic
miskovicmaja@yahoo.com

Contact
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Macedonia

The Old Hamam in Debar is a cultural 
asset that reflects the style and 
architectural values of the classic Islamic 
architecture. The construction is made 
up of smooth walls and domes made of 
stone, bricks and lime mortar. In terms 
of investment potential, it is worth 
mentioning that the Old Hamam contains 
all necessary rooms and properties to 
perform its basic function. The quality 
of this cultural asset enables the further 
development of its potential. Even though 
it is now abandoned and out of the public 

The New Hamam is located in the central 
area of the town of Debar, near the 
Bazaar. There is no exact information on 
when it was built, but some documents 
indicate it dates back to 18th century and a 
refurbishment is likely to have taken place 
in the 19th century. From a conceptual and 
functional perspective, it is a developed 
type of hamam. This asset is renowned, 
and is the only one in the Debar-Reka 
region that contains all the functional 
elements – changing room, intermediate 
room, bathing room, water tank and 
fireplace. Today, the New Hamam is 

being renovated and serves as art gallery. 
The New Hamam has the potential to be 
further developed as a multifunctional 
cultural space with a various features: 
gift shop with traditional souvenirs, coffee 
bar, concept-store where the creative 
industries will be developed.

The New Hamam

The Old Hamam
attention, the Old Hamam possesses 
the space and energy that could generate 
interesting creative shapes, expressions 
and functions focused on creativity 
and art. If rebuilt, this cultural heritage 
asset might even revive the traditional 
customs of Turkish bathing, thus allowing 
the visitor to enjoy the Old Hamam 
functionalities.

Debar-Reka Region    MACEDONIA

Debar-Reka Region
With its uniquely rich cultural and natural 
heritage, the Debar-Reka region is 
one of the most attractive areas in the 
Republic of Macedonia. The cultural 
heritage includes archaeological sites, 
monasteries, churches, mosques, 
hamams, unique old urban and rural 
architecture represented by the 
traditional houses and other buildings 
in the area, rural settlements (villages) 
full of cultural-historical beauties. 
The natural heritage consists in protected 
areas, such as the Mavrovo National 
Park, rich in waters, pure pastures, 
numerous forests, fruits and herbs 
which are frequently used in the tasteful 
traditional cuisine. This abundance of 
cultural and natural heritage is a strong 
asset for further economic, cultural and 
social development of the region.

Aleksandra Matic Sever
aleksandra.sever@kultura.gov.mk

Contact

Aleksandra Matic Sever
aleksandra.sever@kultura.gov.mk

Contact

Aleksandra Matic Sever
aleksandra.sever@kultura.gov.mk

Contact
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Gari
village
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Debar-Reka Region    MACEDONIA

This compact mountain village located 
on the slopes of mountain Bistra, in the 
Mavrovo National Park, seems to have 
been there from the beginning of time, 
scattered among the surrounding slopes, 
the silver pine forest and the nearby 
pastures. The village of Kichinica is an 
image of the everyday life as it was at 
the end of the 19th century; at the time, 
the exceptional painting tradition started 
to develop in the Debar-Reka region; 
Church St. Nikola is a proof of this 
tradition. The concept of a typical village 

This village is truly representative of 
traditional architecture, local customs 
and old legends. The fact that Galichnik 
is part of the Mavrovo National Park 
emphasizes its uniqueness and the 
special attention it enjoys. The village 
houses have a closed shape, with 
roomy interiors built entirely with local 
materials. The chardak (a wooden 
balcony which could be open or closed) 
is a characteristic element of Macedonian 
traditional architecture and it can be 
found in almost every house in Galichnik. 
Village ethnology offers solid grounds for 

generating entrepreneurial initiatives; the 
village could host businesses in the field 
of tourism or, traditional foods, but also 
in the cultural sphere.

Galichnik village

Kichinica village
house in Kichinica places the functions 
and energy in its middle. With a good 
location amidst natural landcapes, the 
village has investment potential – it can 
be repurposed, and new buildings can 
be added, – as a destination for leisure 
or health resort.

Aleksandra Matic Sever
aleksandra.sever@kultura.gov.mk

ContactAleksandra Matic Sever
aleksandra.sever@kultura.gov.mk

Contact

Aleksandra Matic Sever
aleksandra.sever@kultura.gov.mk

Contact

Breathtaking beauty. This is the first 
impression one gets of the village 
of Gari, one of the most beautiful in 
the Republic of Macedonia. Located 
on the slopes of the green Stogovo 
Mountain, in the Garska River valley, 
the village was built in an amphitheatre 
shape, preserving the typical Miyak 
architecture, and the extensive 
use of local construction material. 
The environment has a continental 
climate, with chilly summers and cold 

winters. The village is surrounded by 
a beech and oak forest. Rich in spring 
waters, protected from strong winds, 
Gari proves to be a destination with 
good potential for the development 
of alternative tourism, hospitality, 
recreational leisure and cultural activities.
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CULTEMA Laboratory Network
cultema.laboratory@gmail.com

Contact

HERITAGE FOR DEVELOPMENT

What to do
next?

If you are searching for partners in order 
to develop relevant and creative projects 
based on cultural heritage, you can 
access the CULTEMA cultural heritage 
platform. It is updated periodically, so new 
opportunities might be listed anytime. 
If you manage a heritage asset and you are 
looking for public-private partnerships for 
your development projects, please contact 
the CULTEMA Laboratory Network.

www.cultema.eu/heritage_platform

The aim of the CULTEMA Laboratory 
Network is to support both parties – 
heritage owners and those interested 
in sustainable development based 
on cultural heritage, in developing 
projects that would lead to prosperity, 
as well as to the social and economic 
development of local communities.

The House of Gani Grazdani

This wonderful town house in the centre 
of Debar invites you to imagine how 
it looked in its years of glory, in the 
19th century. Even though it is one 
of the rarest examples of vernacular 
architecture in the Republic of 
Macedonia and itdeserves full attention 
due to its specific architectural design 
and its rich interiors, the House of Veliu 
Suri is neglected. The house is typical for 
Debar, symmetrically built with a ground 
floor, first floor, and the traditional 
enclosed ‘chardak’ (a wooden balcony). 

This house is one of the best examples 
of the 19th century traditional 
architecture in Macedonia. In 1968, 
the House of Shain Shainovski (formerly 
of Gani Grazdani) was declared as 
a protected cultural asset, a destination 
worthy of attention reminding of the 
urban life in Debar as it was hundreds 
of years ago. The rich ornamented 
interior, the symmetrical functional 
solution, representative of this type 
of urban Debar houses, could be a good 
starting point for further adaptation. 
The adequate repurposing, along with 

The House of Veliu Suri
With its interesting, rich decorations, 
carved wooden ceilings, doors and 
chests, the interior of the house reveals 
a great craftsmanship story. Finding 
a suitable destination for the house is 
challenging; it has an immense potential 
which would make it fit for hospitality, 
tourism and cultural activities alike.

the existing properties, could make 
it adequate for creative expression, 
hospitality or perhaps a painting studio.

Aleksandra Matic Sever
aleksandra.sever@kultura.gov.mk

Contact

Aleksandra Matic Sever
aleksandra.sever@kultura.gov.mk

Contact
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